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Abstract

This paper proposes Service Clouds, a distributed infrastructure designed to facilitate rapid prototyp-
ing and deployment of autonomic communication services. The Service Clouds infrastructure combines
dynamic software configuration methods with overlay network services in order to support both cross-
layer and cross-platform cooperation. The Service Clouds architecture includes a collection of low-level
facilities that can be either invoked directly by applications or used to compose more complex services.
The architecture is designed for extension: developers can plug in new modules, at different layers of
the architecture, and use them in constructing additional services. We have implemented a prototype of
Service Clouds atop the PlanetLab Internet testbed. After describing the Service Clouds architecture,
we present results of two experimental case studies conducted on PlanetLab. In the first we use Service
Clouds to implement a service in which an overlay node is dynamically selected and configured as a
TCP relay for bulk data transfers; experiments demonstrate that the Service Clouds approach often pro-
duces better performance than using native IP routes. In the second we use Service Clouds to deploy
and evaluate a multipath protocol that dynamically establishes a high-quality secondary path between a
source and destination. The secondary path supports a “shadow” transmission of the data stream in order
to mitigate transient delays and failures on the primary path.

Keywords: autonomic computing, overlay network, service composition, cross-layer cooperation, cross-
platform cooperation, quality of service, TCP relay, multipath connection.

1 Introduction

Computer applications play an increasing role in managing their own execution environment. This trend

is due in part to the emergence of autonomic computing technologies [1], where systems are designed to
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respond dynamically to changes in the environment with only limited human guidance. One area in which

autonomic behavior can be particularly helpful is communication-related software; autonomic computing

can be used to support fault tolerance, enhance security and improve quality-of-service in the presence of

dynamic network conditions. This paper investigates the design of an extensible distributed infrastructure to

support the development and deployment of autonomic communication services.

Realizing autonomic behavior involves cooperation of multiple software components. In the case of

autonomic communication services, this interaction often requires both cross-layer (vertical) and cross-

platform (horizontal) cooperation. Figure 1 illustrates an example in which a data stream is routed from a

source to a destination, traversing three intermediate hosts. Such a situation can occur in environments, such

as mobile ad hoc networks and overlay networks, where hosts are involved in routing of data. Let us assume

in this example that packets are routed via the operating system kernel, but that a problem (for example,

a sudden increase in packet loss rate) has occurred on the link connecting nodes A and B. A monitoring

service detects this problem and triggers node A to intercept the data stream in the kernel and redirect it

to a middleware layer (vertical cooperation), where it is “hardened” by encoding it with a stronger error

control method, such as forward error correction. Node A informs node B (horizontal cooperation) that it

also should intercept the data stream. The modified stream is forwarded to node B, which does as directed

and passes the stream to middleware for decoding.
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Figure 1: Vertical and horizontal cooperation.

Although this is a simple example, the need for adaptation has led to a variety of methods for im-

plementing vertical cooperation [2–4]. Many involve adaptive middleware interacting with other system

layers. While the traditional role of middleware is to hide resource distribution and platform heterogeneity
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from the business logic of applications, middleware is also an ideal location to implement many types of

self-monitoring and adaptive behavior [5–9]. Moreover, since middleware executes within the context of the

application, it can exploit application-specific information in these tasks, but without requiring modification

of the application code itself. In addition, numerous examples of horizontal cooperation have been studied,

including dynamic composition of services among multiple nodes [10–14], and transcoding of data at in-

termediate nodes [15–17]. Many approaches involve the use of overlay networks [18], in which end hosts

form a virtual network atop a physical network. The presence of hosts along the paths between nodes en-

ables intermediate processing of data streams, without modifying the underlying routing protocols or router

software.

Designing a system involving both vertical and horizontal cooperation is a challenging task, due to the

dynamic nature of adaptive software, uncertainty in the execution environment, and heterogeneity among

software modules and hardware platforms. We argue that a general, extensible infrastructure for supporting

such interactions can be very useful to the development and deployment of autonomic communication ser-

vices. In this paper, we report on an investigation into the design and operation of such an infrastructure.

The main result of this study is Service Clouds, a proposed architecture for how to organize the constituent

services and use them to compose autonomic distributed applications. Figure 2 shows a conceptual view

of Service Clouds. Individual nodes in the cloud use adaptive middleware and cross-layer collaboration to

support autonomic behavior; an overlay network among these nodes serves as a vehicle to support cross-

platform adaptation. Effectively, the nodes in the overlay network provide a “blank computational canvas”

on which services can be instantiated as needed, and later reconfigured in response to changing conditions.

The Service Clouds infrastructure is designed to be extensible: a suite of low-level services for local and

remote interactions can be used to construct higher-level autonomic services.

We have implemented a prototype of Service Clouds1 and experimented with it atop the PlanetLab

Internet testbed [19]. Building and testing the prototype has revealed several key practical issues that must

be addressed in distributed service-oriented frameworks. In this paper, we describe two case studies in

which we used the Service Clouds prototype to construct new autonomic communication services that can

be used to enhance a variety of distributed applications. The first is a TCP-Relay service, in which a node

is selected and configured dynamically to serve as a relay for a data stream. Experiments demonstrate that

1A Beta version of Service Clouds is available for download at http://www.cse.msu.edu/rapidware.
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Figure 2: Conceptual view of the Service Clouds infrastructure.

our implementation, which is not optimized, can in many cases produce significantly better performance

than using a direct IP connection. The second is MCON, a service for constructing robust connections

for multimedia streaming. When a new connection is being established, MCON exploits physical network

topology information in order to dynamically find and establish a high-quality secondary path, which is used

as shadow connection to the primary path.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 de-

scribes the proposed architecture for Service Clouds. In Section 4 we describe the prototype implementation,

present the two case studies and discuss the experimental results. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize the

paper and discuss future directions.

2 Related Work

The Service Clouds infrastructure integrates and extends results from three primary areas of study in dis-

tributed systems. First, adaptive middleware [5–7,20–23] enables distributed software to detect and respond

to changing conditions in a manner that is orthogonal to, and in many cases independent of, the business

logic of the application. Research in this area over the past several years has been extensive (see [24] for

a recent survey) and has provided a better understanding of several key concepts relevant to autonomic

computing, including reflection, separation of concerns, component-based design, and transparent intercep-
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tion. Second, cross-layer cooperation mechanisms [2–4, 25–27] enable the system to adapt in a coordinated

manner that is optimal for the system as a whole, and in ways not possible within a single layer. As de-

scribed later, the Service Clouds architecture supports cross-layer cooperation and incorporates low-level

network status information in the establishment and configuration of high-level communication services.

Third, overlay networks [18] provide an adaptable and responsive chassis on which to implement com-

munication services for many distributed applications [11, 13, 14, 17, 28–30]. Recently, researchers have

investigated several ways to use overlay networks to support dynamically configurable communication ser-

vices [10, 31–33]. In the remainder of this section, we briefly review several projects that are related to

Service Clouds: Accord [34], iOverlay [31], CANS [11], GridKit [32], DSMI [35], and SpiderNet [10].

iOverlay [31] is a lightweight middleware that facilitates construction of overlay applications by provid-

ing a message switching engine and primitives for monitoring and reporting on system status (e.g., node/link

failures, link delay, and channel throughput). In contrast, Service Clouds is intended to support the con-

struction of higher-level services. Developers can plug algorithms for new services into the default Service

Clouds infrastructure and easily customize the underlying components, if needed. As such, a developer

could take advantage of iOverlay services by plugging them into the basic overlay services module of the

Service Clouds architecture, discussed later.

Accord [34] is a component-based programming framework for constructing autonomic distributed ap-

plications. The main building block is the “autonomic component,” which in addition to defining specified

interfaces and dependencies, also equips the component with self-management rules and mechanisms. Self-

management is realized by deploying agents that inject rules in autonomic components, thereby dynami-

cally reconfiguring their behavior and interactions. While the Service Clouds architecture is also intended

to facilitate development of autonomic distributed services, we focus primarily on the communication in-

frastructure, rather than on the programming framework. We have identified constituent services and how

they can be composed to construct more complex communication services. Although our current prototype

is written directly in Java, a programming framework such as Accord offers an appealing method to deploy

autonomic service components within the Service Clouds architecture.

CANS [36] is an infrastructure for dynamic creation and reconfiguration of services along a data path,

with a primary focus on connections between Internet hosts and mobile clients. Since mobile devices have

limited resources, data may need to be suitably adapted as it approaches the wireless edge of the network.
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The CANS infrastructure is used to compose a path service that adapts a data stream by inserting, removing,

and reconfiguring components at intermediate nodes and end nodes. Service Clouds also can support adap-

tive path services, but uses an overlay network as its primary means of distributed coordination. A possible

future project could integrate CANS software adaptation methods with the Service Clouds communication

infrastructure.

GridKit [32] supports the notion of “plug-in” overlay networks by promoting interaction types (e.g.,

various flavors of request-reply, pub-sub, tuple space, P2P) to first class services. These overlay services can

be used to provide service binding, resource discovery, resource management, and security. In the Service

Clouds architecture and our initial PlanetLab implementation, we address distributed service management

using overlays, focusing primarily on how to integrate vertical and horizontal adaptation with a single frame-

work. The component interface abstractions proposed in GridKit to enable reconfiguration could be very

useful to Service Clouds component interaction, and we intend to explore this line of study in future research.

DSMI [35] is a scalable resource-aware approach to distributed stream management. Specifically, this

project addresses distributed and adaptive aggregation of streams at overlay nodes. An underlying layer

performs dynamic network partitioning based on the availability of resources, producing a data-flow graph

for efficient processing of the streams. DSMI uses a middleware framework to reconfigure overlay service

nodes and processing components according to the data-flow graph. At the application layer, DSMI sup-

ports high-level descriptions of application data flows and processing operations. In supporting underlying

communication services, Service Clouds could be used to deploy a management system such as DSMI.

SpiderNet [10] is a service composition framework for establishing high-quality fault-tolerant service

paths among peer-to-peer systems. A key feature is a quality-aware bounded probing protocol for service

composition. To compose a service, the probing mechanism tries to find a sequence of nodes that provide

required functions with the specified quality (depending on the availability of resources). Then, the sys-

tem composes a primary service path and maintains a number of possible service paths as backups. The

proactive method for failure recovery, in soft realtime streaming, monitors the condition of backup paths

with low-overhead probing and replaces a failed service path by a backup path. Recently, the SpiderNet

model has been used in a hybrid approach that combines distributed probing with coarse-grained global

state management for optimal component composition in streaming applications [37]. We view Service

Clouds and SpiderNet as complementary, with the former focusing on dynamic instantiation and reconfigu-
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ration of services on “blank” nodes, and the latter focusing on composition of services already established

in the network.

3 Service Clouds Architecture

The architecture of Service Clouds has its roots in an earlier study [38], where we designed and constructed

the Kernel-Middleware eXchange (KMX), a set of interfaces and services to facilitate collaboration between

middleware and the operating system. We used the KMX to improve quality-of-service in video streams

transmitted across wireless networks. Our primary focus in the KMX study was on vertical cooperation;

the prototype was intended as a proof of concept, and the scenario described above involves very simple

horizontal cooperation among nodes. However, the study yielded the concept of a transient proxy [38],

whereby a service is instantiated on one or more hosts in the network, as needed, in response to changing

conditions. An example is the processing on nodes A and B in Figure 1. Indeed, we view Service Clouds as

a generalization of this concept. The overlay network provides processing and communication resources on

which transient services can be created as needed to assist distributed applications.

In the design of Service Clouds, we have incorporated lessons learned from the KMX study and have

produced a more complete architecture to support vertical and horizontal cooperation. The architecture is

designed with other developers in mind. Figure 3 shows a high-level view of the Service Clouds software

organization and its relationship to Schmidt’s model of middleware layers [39]. Most of the Service Clouds

infrastructure can be considered as host-infrastructure middleware, as it can be invoked directly by either the

application itself or by another middleware layer. An Application-Middleware eXchange (AMX) provides

interfaces for that purpose, and encapsulates high-level logic to drive various overlay services. Distributed

composite services are created by plugging in new algorithms and integrating them with lower-level control

and data services, as well as with mechanisms for cross-layer collaboration.

Figure 4 provides a more detailed view of the Service Clouds architecture. The architecture comprises

four main groups of services, sandwiched between the AMX and KMX layers. The Distributed Composite

Services layer coordinates interactions among the layers of a single platform and activities across platforms.

Each composite service is decomposed into Data Services (for example, transcoding a video stream for

transmission on a low bandwidth link) and Control Services (for example, coordinating the corresponding
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Figure 3: Relationship of Service Clouds to other system layers.

encoding/decoding actions at the sender and receiver of the stream). Basic Overlay Services provide generic

facilities for establishing an overlay topology, exchanging status information and distributing control packets

among overlay hosts. Next, we discuss each group of services in turn, starting at the bottom and working

upward.

Figure 4: Service Clouds architecture.

Basic Overlay Services include three main types of components: cross-platform communicators, meta-

information collectors, and overlay routers. Cross-platform communicators send and receive inquiry pack-

ets. Inquiry packets carry meta-information across platforms in a distributed system. The information
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provides information such as status of resources and availability of services on a node. Meta-information

collectors at a given node gather system status information, such as current packet loss rate and available

bandwidth on each overlay link connected to the node. An overlay routing component not only forwards

data packets among overlay nodes, but also supports their interception for intermediate processing.

Control Services include both event processors and DCS-specific services. An event processor handles

specific control events and inquiry packets. For example, such a service might receive certain types of

inquiry packets and extract information useful to multiple higher-level services. An event processor can also

perform intermediate processing, for example, to construct statistical information on network conditions.

On the other hand, a DCS-specific service implements functionality tied to a particular high-level service,

for example, an application-specific probing service.

Data Services are used to process data streams as they traverse a node. Monitors are used to carry out

measurements on data streams. The metrics can be generic in nature (e.g., packet delay and loss rate) or

domain-specific (e.g., jitter in a video stream). Actuators are used to modify data streams, based on the

information gathered by monitors or by explicit requests from higher-level services; they have only limited

decision making capabilities. Considering the example from Figure 1, an actuator can insert an FEC filter

on a data stream according to a predefined set of rules and the current conditions. We differentiate two types

of actuators: local adaptors and transient proxies. A local adaptor operates on a data stream at the source

and/or the destination. For example, a local adaptor operating on a mobile node may handle intermittent

disconnections so that applications running on the node do not crash. Transient proxies are adaptors that

manipulate data streams on intermediate nodes on their route. For example, a transient proxy at the wireless

edge of the Internet can intercept a stream carrying sensitive data and re-encrypt it before it traverses a

(potentially less secure) wireless channel. The enabling mechanism for data adaptation is interception,

which is usually transparent to the application.

The Distributed Composite Services unit includes two types of components: overlay engines and co-

ordination and service composition. An overlay engine executes a particular distributed algorithm across

overlay nodes. Examples include building and maintaining a multicast tree for content distribution, estab-

lishing redundant overlay connections between a source and destination, and identifying and configuring

relay nodes to improve throughput in bulk data transfers. Coordination and service composition refers to

oversight of several supporting activities needed to vertical and horizontal cooperation. For example, a co-
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ordinator can determine to use a suitable overlay algorithm, set the update intervals in meta-information

collectors for gathering information (which affects the overhead and accuracy of the gathered data), and

configure an event processing component to perform some pre-processing of received pieces of information

and discard useless ones early to avoid unnecessary resource consumption.

Finally, as we mentioned in the previous section, the Service Clouds architecture includes two bound-

ing strata: the KMX and the AMX. The KMX [38] provides a platform-independent interface to OS- and

network-specific services and information. For example, KMX facilities provide information on local sys-

tem resource availability, report the status of connections to other nodes, and (if the operating system pro-

vides such services) intercept data streams at the OS level and redirect them to transient proxies. The AMX

layer provides an interface that enables applications and higher-level middleware layers to communicate

with the Service Clouds infrastructure.

4 PlanetLab Case Studies

We have implemented a prototype of the Service Clouds architecture and used it to conduct two case studies

on PlanetLab [19], an Internet research testbed comprising hundreds of Linux-based Internet nodes dis-

tributed all over the world. The first case study involves automatic (and transparent) deployment of TCP

relays, whereby data streams are redirected through a selected overlay node. Experimental results show that

for bulk data transfers, use of a TCP relay can reduce total delay substantially, relative to the native TCP/IP

connection. The second case study investigates the deployment of MCON, a service for creating resilient

network connections by dynamically establishing one or more high-quality backup paths between a source

and destination node. Figure 5 shows the PlanetLab nodes used in the case studies. We begin by describing

details of the Service Clouds implementation. Then, for each case study, we describe the basic operation of

the service, its details of the implementation, and the experimental results.

4.1 Prototype Implementation

Figure 6 depicts the Service Clouds prototype, including specific components used to construct the TCP-

Relay and MCON services. Components labeled with an R are used in the TCP-Relay implementation,

while those labeled with an M are used in the MCON implementation. The Service Clouds prototype is
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Figure 5: PlanetLab nodes used in the experiments.

written primarily in Java, but components can incorporate modules written in other languages, using the

Java Native Interface (JNI) to interact with them.

The prototype software has a main driver, which deploys coordination and service composition. It reads

configuration files containing the IP addresses of overlay nodes and the overlay topology, instantiates a basic

set of (composite) components as threads, and configures the components according to the default or spec-

ified parameter values. Examples of these parameters include the interval between probes for monitoring

packet loss, the maximum number of hops an inquiry packet can travel, and an assortment of debugging

options.

The AMX interface to the infrastructure is implemented using local TCP sockets. Components such

as meta-information collectors implement the singleton pattern [40], which means that different overlay

services refer to and use the same instantiation of a monitoring service. This design facilitates sharing of

component services among more complex services. Some service primitives are transient, in that they are
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Figure 6: The Service Clouds prototype.

instantiated as needed to compose a particular service. An example is the data router used to realize a TCP

relay, which is dynamically created at a selected overlay node. In this prototype, such remote transient

services are created by sending an appropriate request to the configuration unit on the remote node, which

spawns the necessary threads. However, other software packages such as H20 [41], could also be integrated

into Service Clouds for this purpose.

The format of inquiry packets exchanged among nodes is XML, and we use DOM [42] to enable Service

Clouds components to access and manipulate their content. Although DOM may not be as fast as the

other alternatives, such as SAX [43], it provides a convenient interface for inspecting and modifying XML

fields, and benchmarking of our prototype indicates its performance is satisfactory. Further, the emergence

of efficient XML technologies, such as binary XML format [44], also address concerns about bandwidth

consumption and the speed of processing XML documents.

Finally, the prototype includes a collection of scripts to support execution on PlanetLab. These scripts

are used to configure nodes, update code on the nodes, launch the infrastructure, setup and run test scenarios,

and collect results. To manage the infrastructure distributed on several nodes, we have used Java Message

Service (JMS) [45]. We have implemented a simple set of remote management commands that enable
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gathering of statistics (for example, obtaining number of inquiry packets received at each node), to change

framework parameters at run time, and to shut down the distributed infrastructure. Now, let us turn to the

case studies.

4.2 TCP Relays for High Performance Bulk Data Transfer

Early overlay networks provided UDP-based routing and data forwarding services, essentially using application-

layer entities to emulate network-layer functionality. However, a set of recent studies indicate that application-

level relays in an overlay network can actually improve TCP throughput for long-distance bulk trans-

fers [46–48]. Specifically, due to the dependence of TCP throughput on round trip time (RTT), splitting

a connection into two (or more) shorter segments can increase throughput, depending on the location of the

relay nodes and the overhead of intercepting and relaying the data. To develop a practical TCP relay service,

key issues to be addressed include identification of promising relay nodes for individual data transfers, and

the dynamic instantiation of the relay software. In this case study, we use the Service Clouds infrastructure

to construct such a service, and we evaluate the resulting performance. We note that TCP relays can be more

easily deployed than some other approaches to improving TCP throughput, such as using advanced conges-

tion control protocols [49–51], which require either router support or kernel modifications. Alternatively,

TCP relays can be used in tandem with such techniques.

Basic Operation. Figure 7 illustrates the use of a TCP relay for a data transfer from a source s to

a destination d. Let Rsd and psd denote the round-trip time (RTT) and loss rate, respectively, along the

default Internet path connecting s and d. The performance of a large TCP transfer from s to d is mainly

determined by TCP’s long-run average transmission rate, denoted Tsd, which can be derived using the

following formula [52]:

Tsd ≈ 1.5M

Rsd

√
psd

,

where M is the maximum size of a TCP segment. Since Tsd is inversely proportional to RTT, TCP flows

with long propagation delays tend to suffer when competing for bottleneck bandwidth against flows with

low RTT values. On the other hand, if the same transfer is implemented with two separate TCP connections

through node r, then the approximate average throughput Tsrd will be the minimum throughput on the two

hops, Tsrd = min(Tsr, Trd).
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Figure 7: An example of a TCP relay.

If more than one suitable relay can be chosen, then a routing decision is required to determine which of

the possible relays will yield the best performance. Typically, a well chosen relay will be roughly equidistant

between s and d and satisfy Rsr +Rrd < γ Rsd, where γ > 1 is a small stretch factor. In this case study, we

limit consideration to a single relay. However, routing a connection through a sequence of relays can further

improve performance, with marginally diminishing improvement as the number of relays increases.

A TCP relay service must satisfy several requirements. First, the path properties such as RTT and loss

rate used to predict TCP throughput must be measured continuously and unobtrusively. Since no overlay

node can directly measure all paths, measurement results must be distributed across the overlay as needed.

Second, the initiator of the transfer must use the measurement results to predict the TCP throughput for

all possible choices of relay and select the best option (which may be the direct Internet path if no good

relay exists). Third, the initiator must signal the chosen relay node to set up and tear down a linked pair

of TCP connections. Finally, the relay must forward data efficiently, with as little overhead as possible.

As we will see below, these requirements map neatly to the separation of concerns among particular com-

ponent types in the Service Clouds architecture. Furthermore, the natural modularization provided by the

Service Clouds architecture provides clear implementation points for future performance improvements and

functional enhancements.

Implementation Details. Figure 6 shows the architectural relationships among various Service Clouds

components. Those used in the TCP-Relay service are labeled with an R. Four components collaborate

to address the four requirements described above. First, the RTT Monitor component encapsulates the col-

lection and distribution of delay measurements. It directly measures RTT between the local node and all
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neighbors by periodically sending “ping” messages in a low priority background thread. Another back-

ground thread implements a simple UDP-based protocol for requesting the RTT between any two remote

nodes, to maintain a local view of delay conditions across the entire overlay. Other local components query

RTT Monitor to obtain RTT information. Although the current prototype does not measure loss rates, an

analogous Loss Monitor component would occupy a similar position in the architecture as another type of

Meta-information Collector. Second, the TCP Relay Computation component encapsulates the computation

required to predict TCP throughput and find optimal relays. It exposes an interface for relay selection and

relies on Meta-Information Collectors such as the RTT Monitor to provide input for its computation. Third,

the Relay Establish and Relay Manager components collectively implement the signalling protocol to setup

and control a relay. Relay Establish exposes an interface by which a local application (via AMX) can initiate

the setup process. The Relay Manager operates at the relay node to allocate resources in response to requests

for relay service. Finally, the TCP Relay component implements data forwarding at the relay node, running

in a transient thread instantiated by the Relay Manager for the duration of a particular transfer. This compo-

nent currently performs data forwarding in user space by transferring data between two sockets. However,

a more advanced implementation might make use of KMX to invoke kernel-level support for more efficient

data forwarding.

Figure 8 illustrates an example of the distributed operation of the TCP-Relay prototype, in which an

application sender (on the left) uses the service to transfer data via a relay (on the right) to a receiver (not

shown). The interactions among the four Service Clouds components are numbered to indicate the sequence

of steps required to complete the transfer, which we now describe.

The sender issues a request to AMX for a connection to a particular receiver address (step 1). Upon

receiving the application request, the AMX layer invokes the TCP Relay Computation component to find a

suitable relay (step 2). The TCP Relay Computation engine queries the RTT Monitor component to obtain

the RTTs between the node and all of its neighbors as well as the RTTs between its neighbors and the

intended receiver (step 3), using this information to select a relay node. The address of the chosen relay is

returned to AMX (step 4).

Having been informed of the relay, AMX invokes the Relay Establish component to request service (step

5), causing Relay Establish to signal the Relay Manager at the relay node (step 6). The Relay Manager

spawns a thread in which to run a new instance of the TCP Relay component (step 7). Using socket system
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Figure 8: An example of TCP-Relay run-time operation.

calls, the TCP Relay opens a TCP connection to the receiver and also begins listening for an incoming con-

nection from the sender (step 8). The Relay Manager remains blocked until the connection to the receiver is

established; once unblocked, it signals Relay Establish at the sender, indicating the port on which the newly

created TCP Relay can be contacted (step 9). AMX receives control along with the relay port number (step

10) and opens a TCP connection to the relay (step 11). AMX also creates an inter-process communication

(IPC) port on which it will accept data and returns control to the application (step 12).

With the infrastructure now in place to support the transfer, the application connects to the IPC port

and begins to send data (step 13). AMX forwards the data over the TCP connection created in step 11.

The TCP Relay component reads this data and forwards it over the connection created in step 8. When the

data transfer is complete, the application closes the IPC socket, triggering AMX to close its connection to

the relay, which in turn closes its connection to the receiver. When all connections are closed, TCP Relay

terminates its thread, thereby removing any transient state associated with the transfer.

Experimental Results. To evaluate the TCP-Relay service, we constructed a small overlay network

comprising 10 PlanetLab nodes. In these tests, all transfers originate and terminate at overlay nodes, possibly

using other overlay nodes as relays. As we expect the TCP-Relay service to be particularly useful for long

distance transfers, we selected a set of geographically dispersed nodes across four continents, as illustrated
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in Figure 5.

To understand the network-wide behavior of the TCP-Relay service, we conducted an exhaustive set of

data transfers between all possible sender-receiver pairs. Since any PlanetLab node can reach any other over

the Internet, the overlay network for our experiment can be represented as a complete directed graph with

ten vertices and edges representing the 90 possible sender-receiver pairs. For each sender-receiver pair, any

one of the eight remaining overlay nodes is a candidate relay. To evaluate the performance of the prototype

with respect to a particular pair, we performed two back-to-back data transfers of equal size—one via a

direct TCP connection and another using the TCP relay infrastructure—recording the throughput achieved

by the relayed transfer divided by that of the direct transfer. We refer to this quantity as the improvement

ratio.

For transfer sizes ranging from 2 to 64MB, we repeatedly cycle through all possible sender-receiver pairs

collecting one measurement of improvement ratio per pair per cycle. We ran this experiment continuously

for a period of roughly two weeks. Note that there is no guarantee that the same relay will be selected

across all measurements for the same sender-receiver pair. While we observed some changes in the selected

relay, we also observed several sender-receiver pairs with highly stable relays that provided a significant

improvement in performance.

Since our focus in this paper is on the architecture and use of Service Clouds, we present only a sample

of the results. A more complete report on the performance of the TCP relay service is in preparation.

Figure 9 shows results for a particular sender-receiver pair in our experiment. The sender (ID 0 in Figure 5)

is in Australia, and the receiver (ID 1 in Figure 5) is in Hong Kong. For this pair, our prototype service

consistently selected a relay on the East Coast of the United States (ID 2 in Figure 5). Although the location

of the relay is counterintuitive, an examination of paths discovered by “traceroute” offers a straightforward

explanation. The default Internet route from the sender to the receiver makes a trans-pacific hop to the

United States, then traverses a high performance backbone network (Abeline) to an inter-ISP exchange

point in Chicago. A few hops after Chicago is a second trans-pacific hop to China. Each trans-pacific hop

adds roughly 200 msec to the total RTT, placing the Chicago exchange point very close to the midpoint of

the route. The chosen relay turns out to be an excellent choice – adding only a 20 msec detour through

Abeline before rejoining the direct route in Chicago.

Figure 9(a) shows the predicted and observed improvement ratio for relayed transfers of various sizes
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Figure 9: TCP-Relay results for a selected pair.

using the Australia-to-Hong Kong pair. Each observed value is an average of at least 10 measurements.

The plot on the left shows that the measured improvements are close to the theoretical prediction. It is

worth emphasizing that this performance improvement is entirely attributable to the relay’s reduction of

TCP feedback delay. We also observe the amortization of startup latency at larger transfer sizes, which can

also be seen in comparisons of the durations of direct and relayed transfers in Figure 9(b). At 64MB, the

largest transfer in our experiment still constitutes a relatively small bulk transfer. Yet even at this scale, we

see a significant reduction in transfer time – from about fifteen to about ten minutes.

4.3 MCON for Highly Resilient Connectivity

Establishing multiple connections (for example, a primary path and one or more backup paths) between

a source and destination node can improve communication QoS by mitigating packet loss due to network

failures and transient delays. This capability is especially important to distributed applications such as high-

reliability conferencing, where uninterrupted communication is essential. In overlay networks, selection of

high quality primary and backup paths is a challenging problem, however, due to sharing of physical links

among overlay paths. Such sharing affects many routing metrics, including joint failure probability and link

congestion. In an earlier work, we described TAROM [53], a distributed algorithm for establishing multipath

connections. In this case study, we use TAROM in the construction of MCON (Multipath CONnection), a

distributed service that automatically finds, establishes, and uses a high-quality secondary path whenever a
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primary overlay path is established.

Basic Operation. MCON combines traditional distributed multipath computation with topology-aware

overlay routing and overlay multipath computation. A topology-aware overlay approach [54] considers

shared physical links between two paths as a factor when determining high quality backup paths. Since

sharing of physical links among overlay paths reduces their joint reliability, this method leads to finding

more robust backup paths. The basic operation of MCON connection establishment is depicted in Figure 10.

To establish a multipath connection, the source node sends a request packet to the destination node along

the primary path (path-establish procedure). This packet collects path composition (physical topology) and

quality information (packet loss in this prototype) along the way. Upon reception, the destination node

forwards this information to its neighbors in path-explore packets, each of which attempts to find its way to

the source. When a node receives a path-explore packet, it uses both the received information and its local

state to calculate the joint quality of the primary path and the partial path from itself to the destination. If

the joint quality-cost ratio is above a specified threshold, it forwards this information to its neighbors. By

adjusting the value of the threshold, the application can control the scope and overhead of this path-explore

process. If a node receives path-explore packets from two neighbors, it calculates the joint quality of the two

partial paths and forwards the information of the primary and the better partial path to its neighbors. The

process terminates when the remaining branches reach the source, providing it with a set of high-quality

backup paths.

Figure 10: Basic operation of MCON.

Implementation Details. Now, let us describe the implementation of MCON in terms of the Service

Clouds infrastructure (the components labeled with an M in Figure 6). The AMX interface requires the caller

to simply specify the destination node and, optionally, a resiliency strategy for finding a secondary path. In

the current implementation, two resiliency strategies are supported: topology-unaware (TUA) and topology-
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aware using inference (TA-i). The former attempts to find a high-quality secondary path with respect to the

overlay topology, but without considering underlying path sharing in the physical network. The latter uses

physical topology information, some of it measured directly and the rest obtained using inference techniques

that have previously been shown to be highly accurate [54].

As described earlier, the logic for a distributed service is encapsulated in an overlay engine. In the

case of MCON, we had available to us a C++ implementation of the TAROM algorithm, which had been

used as part of a simulation study. With only minor modifications, we were able to plug the existing C++

code into the Service Clouds infrastructure as the MCON Computation engine, and access it through the

Java Native Interface. MCON-specific control services include components to transmit and forward Path-

Establish and Path-Explore packets among nodes, as described earlier. In terms of data services, MCON

requires a Resiliency Adaptor (an instance of a local adaptor) at both the source and destination. At the

source, the adaptor creates a duplicate of the data stream and sends it to the destination over the discovered

secondary path. At the destination, the adaptor delivers the first copy of each data packet received and

discards redundant copies.

Basic overlay services used in MCON are as follows. The Inquiry Communicator processes arriving

path-establish and path-explore packets, extracting information required by the overlay engine. The Topol-

ogy Monitor and Loss Monitor components provide topology and loss rate information between a node and

its neighbors. To gather topology information, this implementation invokes the Linux/Unix “tracepath” tool.

The packet loss rate to the neighbors is measured by sending and receiving beacons and acknowledgements.

The Source Router implements a source routing mechanism to route data packets through the overlay net-

work along a predetermined path. Specifically, after finding a (primary or secondary) path to the destination,

the overlay service on the source uses this mechanism to insert an application-level header in each outgoing

data packet, indicating which overlay nodes should be traversed on the path toward the destination.

Experimental Results. In this set of experiments, we selected 20 Planetlab nodes (as shown in Figure 5)

and established an overlay network among them. We chose five sender-receiver pairs from the overlay

network and transmitted a UDP stream from each sender to its corresponding receiver using each of three

different services: one without any resiliency services (NR), one with topology-unaware multipath service

(TUA), and one with topology-aware multipath service (TA-i). For the experiments presented here, the

application generates data packets of length 1KB and sends them with 30 msec intervals for 3 minutes,
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which generates 6000 UDP packets for each sample stream. The results presented are the average of seven

separate experimental runs.

We compare the performance of TUA and TA-i with NR in terms of packet loss rate reduction, robustness

improvement, and overhead delay. The robustness improvement I for a multipath data transmission is

defined as the percentage of fatal failure probability (the rate of simultaneous packet losses on all paths)

reduction due to the usage of the secondary path, or,

I = Fs−Fd

Fs
,

where Fs is the single path failure probability of the primary path, and Fd is the double path failure proba-

bility of both the primary and the secondary path.

Figure 11 shows the results for different test groups (aggregated according to sender-receiver pairs) and

the overall results. Figure 11(a) demonstrates that compared with NR, both TUA and TA-i can substantially

reduce the average packet loss rate. Figure 11(b) shows TA-i exhibits higher robustness improvement than

TUA, except in group 3. Finally, while the use of the Service Clouds infrastructure introduces additional

computational and communication overhead, Figure 11(c) shows that except for group 1, the effect on data

packet delay is relatively small, when compared to NR.
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Figure 11: MCON empirical results on PlanetLab.

These results demonstrate that the MCON service implemented within the Service Clouds prototype,

can improve communication reliability in real Internet environments. Moreover, we emphasize that this

improvement exists, even though the implementation is not optimized (we simply plugged an existing al-

gorithm and rudimentary monitoring routines into the Service Clouds infrastructure.) Further, we note that
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the experiments described here were conducted under “normal” network conditions. The true value of the

MCON service is to be demonstrated in situations where serious failures occur along the primary path, and

a high-quality secondary path continues to deliver the data stream to the destination.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the Service Clouds infrastructure for composing autonomic communication

services. Service Clouds combines dynamic software configuration methods with overlay network services

in order to support both cross-layer and cross-platform cooperation. We described two experimental case

studies using a Service Clouds prototype on the PlanetLab testbed. The first is dynamic selection, creation

and use of TCP relays for bulk data transfer, and the second is dynamic construction of secondary paths for

highly resilient streaming. These services demonstrate the usefulness of the Service Clouds infrastructure

from a development stand point, and the experimental performance results indicate that these services may

be helpful to many distributed applications.

Our ongoing research addresses several issues. First, we plan to conduct additional experiments with

TCP-Relay (using link loss status in selecting relay nodes, experiments with the use of multiple relays, and

dynamic migration of relays) and MCON (response time to handle emulated failures of the primary path,

use of more than two paths). Second, we plan to deploy Service Clouds in two additional environments:

the wireless edge of the Internet, where Service Clouds can be used to dynamically configure and migrate

proxies for wireless nodes, and mobile ad hoc networks, where Service Clouds can be used to enhance

QoS of streams transmitted across the network. We have studied these domains previously [55, 56], but the

Service Clouds prototype will enable us to focus on software design and evolution issues, in addition to

performance. Third, we will conduct a more complete study of the extension of Service Clouds into the OS

kernel, by way of the KMX. We have done some of this work using a local testbed [38], but we need to

conduct experiments on wide area network other than PlanetLab, which does not allow access to the kernel.

Finally, we plan to extend our recent work on machine learning for autonomic decision making [57] to the

Service Clouds prototype.

Further Information. Related publications on the RAPIDware project, as well as a download of the Ser-
vice Clouds prototype, can be found at the following website: http://www.cse.msu.edu/rapidware.
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